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Gold shading indicates histories with detailed information on multiple additional
house locations and persons not captured by the database references1
Blue shading indicates histories with detailed information on multiple additional
persons (but not locations) not captured by the database references
The table below provides a list of the different histories of Upton Grey that have been written,
with a brief summary. Each one has its own separate Entry in the WOTP database (the Entry ID is
given in the table), where you can find the history itself and related documents with the usual
WOTP header page introduction and cross-references.
The table is in chronological order of when the history was written.
Entry
ID

Title/ description (date written)

Comments

649

Victoria County History (1908)

616

The Wessex Series - A Recent History of
Hampshire, Wiltshire, Dorset by P
Campion (c 1920)
Upton Grey Women’s Institute
Scrapbook (1951)

Upton Grey section from original Hampshire ‘red
book’. 6 pages long, including some illustrations.
Concentrates mainly on the history of the two
manors and the church building and the people
associated with them (not referenced in the
database). Also includes a verbal description of the
village and its landscape at the time of its
publication.
Copy of page on Upton Grey House and the Manor
House. Full book may have more detail on UG.

608

681

679

1

Pevsner Architectural Guides Hampshire and the Isle of Wight (1967),
re-issued as ‘Hampshire and the North’
(2010)
Hampshire Treasures survey by
Hampshire CC (1979)

Collection of historical and contemporary stories,
pictures and poems. An insight into village life in
1951 and the previous 50 years, as well as wellresearched articles on its older history.
Handwritten, 36 pages.
Definitive architectural history of Great Britain.
Extensive background on the area and 2 pages on
Upton Grey.
Upton Grey entry has brief intro and 6 pages
listing ‘treasures’ (natural or manmade features of
aesthetic, archaeological, historic, scenic,
scientific, sociological or traditional interest),
including around 30 buildings, mainly houses,
(referenced in the database).

Because of the number of houses and persons referred to in these histories we have not picked up all the ‘location’
references (modern postal addresses) and ‘person’ references in the WOTP database. Other histories which are not
shaded in the table have comparatively few location and person references and these have generally been picked up
in the ‘location’ and ‘person’ references for that Entry.

Entry
ID

Title/ description (date written)

Comments

567

The Hampshire Village Book 1980

612

History of Upton Grey, Weston Patrick,
Tunworth (Weston Corbett & Bidden) by
Anne Pitcher (c 1985)

650

History of Upton Grey House (1996)

680

Upton Grey in the 19th Century by T Hart
(1988 and 2007)

581

Upton Grey in the Year 1000 by T Hart
(1999)

617

A Time to Remember – Upton Grey
1900-2000 by T Hart (2000)

618

Geology and pre-history of Upton Grey
by T Hart (2004)
St Mary’s Upton Grey – History
Presentation by T Hart (2005)

Upton Grey entry half a page with a few facts and
anecdotes
Booklet (64 pages). Social history providing a
picturesque evocation of the villages and
countryside from the earliest settlements through
to the 20th century. Mentions numerous locations
and persons not referenced in the database.
Document (18 pages including 1 map and 2
pictures) concentrating on Upton Grey House and
the people who lived there (1795 to 1996)
Article on changes in the village 1800-1900 (5
pages) and a series of 5 magazine articles on
Upton Grey in 1898. Includes information on
numerous locations and persons not referenced in
the database.
Article for parish magazine to mark the millennium
(3 pages). As much specific information as TH was
able to find, along with a detailed description of
life around that time
Pamphlet with 10 pages of background history and
photos, decade by decade, published as the
programme of amateur dramatic production
enacting some of the historical scenes.
Information on numerous locations and persons
not referenced in the database.
Notes on geological and archaeological history and
early settlement up to around the year 1000
Presentation format (200 slides) comprehensively
covering the history of the church with a great
insight into over 1,000 years of the history of
Upton Grey generally. Information on numerous
locations and persons not referenced in the
database.
Booklet (32 pages) – comprehensive guide to the
church in the context of over 1,000 years of
history of Upton Grey. Information on numerous
persons not referenced in the database.
Comprehensive information on all the memorials
and graves in the church and churchyard and
cemetery. Includes: alphabetical index of all
names; location plans; gravestone and memorial
transcriptions. (Persons not referenced in the
database).
12-page A5 leaflet. Good summary based on
documentary sources.

354

642

St Mary’s Church and the Community of
Upton Grey by T Hart (2009)

643

St Mary’s Church Graves & Memorials
by T Hart (c2010)

614

The Village of Upton Grey and the Parish
of St Mary by the Hampshire
Genealogical Society (2010)
History of The Hoddington Arms
(formerly The Three Horse Shoes) 17992011 by T Hart (c2012)
History of Upton Grey – Trevor Hart
(2012)

592

579

History of the pub (6 pages, with pictures). Lists all
known landlords (referenced as ‘persons’ in the
database).
(1) Single sheet history written to display on a
board in the former village telephone kiosk
(2) Draft “Introduction” to a much more
comprehensive history for the Victoria County
History project (not completed). Overview, 13
pages.
(3) Draft History of Manors and Estates (4 pages)
Information on numerous persons, particularly
lords/ owners of the manors, not referenced in the
database.

Entry
ID

Title/ description (date written)

Comments

342

Settlement history and archaeological
finds - Upton Grey parish (c2012)

464

Upton Grey and the Great War by
Trevor Hart (c2014)

605

Walking Talk on History of Upton Grey
by Trevor Hart (2016)

651

Victoria County History New Series
Volumes (2007 onwards).
Articles:

Detailed information on archaeological finds (from
the earliest times), documentary evidence of
settlements and history of the principal buildings
and other settlement features of the parish. Crossreferenced to a series of 7 maps. Information on
numerous locations and persons not referenced in
the database.
Booklet 44 pages. Includes description of UG
c1900 and biographies of the men of UG
commemorated on the war memorial. Around 25
locations and 100 persons referenced in the
database.
Notes for walking tour of village giving historical
information (3 pages, 13 stopping points). Around
25 locations and 15 persons referenced in the
database.
Current project in progress to revise and update
the original VCH to create an encyclopaedic record
of England's places and people from earliest times
to the present day. The following articles on Upton
Grey have been published:
Comprehensive and well-researched history of
domestic buildings in the village built before about
1800 with details on individual around 32
individual houses (modern locations referenced in
the database).
History of the two manors of the parish. Sections
on the ‘descent’ (who owned the land and how it
was handed down), extent, value and jurisdictional
rights of the manors. Information on numerous
people connected with the manors not referenced
in the database.
Comprehensive history of education in Upton Grey
from the late 17th to 20th century. Numerous
people not referenced in the database.
Systems of charity and poor relief from the 16th to
the early 20th century. Lists numerous people,
including all the recipients of the poor relief from
around 1800-1900 (not referenced in the
database).

652



Upton Grey Domestic Buildings
by Trevor Hart (2012)

677



Upton Grey land ownership
c1000- c1540 by Beth Hartland
(c 2015)

216



Education in Upton Grey by
Jennie Butler (c 2010)

678



Upton Grey Charity and Poor
Relief by Trevor Hart (2015)

